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Aboriginality, Multiculturalism 
and the Land 

John Wadland 

'This paper constitutcs another tentative step on a personal journey 

of exploration that began with an essay in a special volwne of the 

] Durnal of Canadian Studies markjng the beginning of the new 

mi11ennium. As the witnesses to this next step are my hosts at the 

Korean Association for Canadian Studies who may not be familiar 

with it. l hope l may be forgiven for rereating elements of the earlier 

project in an effort ta establish an adequate context for my remarks.l) 

In the earlier essay 1 attempted ta address the social fragmentation of 

Canada that has characterized the postmodem age. Naïvely (I have 

been told) 1 urged the recognition of interdisciplinarity - itself a product 

of postmodernity - as one important taol for the reconciliation of 

conflict between fragrœnts, however defined. 1 wrote then that 

lnterdisciplimuity invites a return ta history, ta a newly 

negotiated narrative in which a11 may participate and 

recognize a place in a set of relationships, each dependent 

on the other and together constituting the health of the 

whole. Hecognizing that conflict betwœn fragments, and 

between individual fragments and the dominant culture. has 

heen an undeniable fact of our history, is one thing. Working 

towards the resolution of this conflict is quite another. The 

lJrimary hwnan refcrents of resolutiùn in Canada. at least for 

the fore?eeable future, will be temlS like l'quality. IX)VCrty. 
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discrimination, communication, environment and AboriginaI 

rights. None of these terrns is the property of any one 

discipline.2l 

Irrespxtive of its many failings, Canada rernains a noble social ex{ffirœnt 

In Canada, as Margaret Atwcxxl rerninds us, if we are not AboriginaI, 

we are immigrants, regardless of how many generations may precede 

us. Today, Canada's version of itself recognizes a post:rmdem nation 

cornprised of fragments, often dispossessed, from elsewhere. As 

home to citizens from virtually every other country in the world, it is, 

in a sense, a mirror of that world As a nation it has a resJ.Xlnsibility to 

define itself for other nations. How is it the sarne, how different? 

What do the boundaries around and within it represent? 

In the lexicon of postmodemism, conflict is held out by sorne as 

inevitable, by others as virtue. My project is driven by a conviction 

that conflict is an expression of a desire for its own absence. 

Immigrants and refugees have not corne to Canada to perpetuate the 

reasons for having left their birthplace. They have come looking for 

something else, and they have brought ways of seeing. Among those 

whom they have found here are people indigenous to the place. And the 

people who are indigenous to the place, however small a minority, are 

the human incarnation of the lands they have occupied since time 

imrnemoriaI. AboriginaI peoples, their land Oife-sustaining and beautiful 

beyond words}, and other settlers from everywhere, living mostly in 

cities. These are elements of the picture that greets the gaze of the 

newcomer to Canada. The issue is not whether or IlOt there will be 

conflict here. Conflict exists, its resolution fleeting. Still - it is 

resolution, not conflict, that drives our hope. The question is, how will 

we continue to foster among ourselves a conversation about social 

justice that respects the land, the First Nations and our fellow 

settlers? This conversation is difficult because it must understand and 

accept that Canada does not yet exist, but is emerging from a 
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perpetual process of invention. This paper is about sorne of the voices 

in search of that conversation. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

At the celebration of the Centennial of Confederation in 1007, 

Canadians might have been expected to rejoice in the overarching 

sense of unity that seemed to penneate the cultural life of the 

moment. To Expo fil in Montreal, Canada we1comed millions of 

international visitors, many of them close relatives of Canadians, who 

had come to join in the festivities. Canadians persuaded themselves 

that their nation had finally put its house in order, that difference 

couId exist in unity and that the way ahead was the way of shared 

hope and prosperity. It was not unreasonable to expect that a country 

that had survived for 100 years, had recently adopted a new flag to 
signal its pride in independence, and was universa1ly revered for its 

promotion of world peace, would go on forever.3J But, as the honific 

tragedy in New York recently reminded us, no nation shouId imagine 

itse1f immune to unanticipated cataclysmic events. Canada is no 

exception to this rule. The variables reshaping the lives of Canadians, 

and of Canada as a nation, accelerated exponentially immediately 

following 19J7, sometimes in response to cataclysmic events in other 

places - like Vietnam, or China, or Czechoslovakia, or France 

sometimes - because, at home, voiceS silenced in our own history by 

power indulgent of itself suddenly spoke out in protest. Sometimes in 

seeking to address the wrongs voiced in one corner, Canadians 

were made deaf to those in another. One example of the confusions 

emanating from a quest for redress was the Royal Commission on 

Bilingualism and Biculturalism 

The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and BicuIturalism was 

established by the Liberal govemment of Lester B. Pearson in 1963. 

Chaired by André Laurendau, Editor-in-Chief of Le Devoir, and 
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Davidson Dunton, fonner Chair of the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation and President of Carleton University, the Commission 

published six controversiaJ volumes in fulfiJJment of its mandate. The 

Commission was conceived in the pre-Centennial era of bipolar (i.e. 

English/French) notions of diversity,4) yet the bulk of its published 

proceedings and analysis emerged after 1007. While it was clearly 

responsible for improving French language instruction in the provincial 

public school systems across Canada, and while it spawned the 

Official Languages Act of 1009, the Commission was chiefly valuable 

in the context of this paper for the fourth volume of its report, The 

Cultural Contribution cf the Other Ethnie Groups, which also 

appeared in 1~.5) Aboriginal people are scarcely mentioned in any of 

the volumes, yet when their voices are recorded their concems are 

predictable: 

A special problem brought into sharp relief by the 

concept of two founding peoples is of course the 

situation of the Canadian Indian and Eskimo. Their 

unique position was put rnost poignantly in Sudbury by 

an Indian woman who asked the evening meeting, "Why 

is the Indian always forgotten? This was the first 

culture and this was the first language in Canada. We 

are told that the BNA Act was between the French and 

the English - where was the Indian during this 

time?" In Toronto. . . the chiefs who were present 

after recalling that many Indians speak French, 

summed up their fate in this way: "If the French people 

think they lost a lot of their rights since 

Confederation, what should the Indian say? They lost the 

whole land." One of the participants in the discussion 

protested about school text-books: "Our children learn 

that lndians are all savages." Finally, the increasing 
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assimilation of the lndians who are forced to leave the 

reserves for economic reasons was the object of another 

statement: "As soon as an Indian wants to suceeed in 

Canadian life he must assimiIate."6J 

After acknowledging that "We found great sympathy in 'white' [sic] 

audiences for the plight in which Canada' s two indigenous peoples find 

themselves, as the relentless march of North American industry and 

technology moves into territories once exclusively their own,"7l the 

Commissioners still found the contributions of settlers worthy of a special 

volume, virtually omitting altogether any mention of First Nations 

peoples. The omission was aetually addressed and justified in these 

terms: 

Our terms of reference contain no allusion to Canada's 

native populations. They speak of "two founding races," 

namely Canadians of British and French origin, and 

"other ethnie groups," but mention neither the Indians 

nor the Eskimos. Since it is obvious that these two 

groups do not form part of the "founding races," as the 

phrase is used in the terms of reference, it would 

logically be necessary to include them under the heading 

"other ethnie groups". Yet it is c1ear that the term "other 

ethnie groups" means those peoples of diverse origins 

who came to Canada during or after the founding of the 

Canadian state and that it does not include the first 

inhabitants of this country. . . However, the Commission 

considers it a duty to remind the proper authorities that 

everything possible must he done to help the native 

populations preserve their cultural heritage, which IS an 

essential part of the patrimony of all Canadians.8) 
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This remarkable sleight of hand, coming from two respected 

intellectuals of the period, accepts that settlers may preserve 

themselves as a nation in the lands appropriated from those to he 

excluded from the definition of the nation but who are yet identified 

as an "essential" part of that nation's "patrimony." A unique 

opportunity was provided, almost simultaneously with the 100th year 

of Canada' s birth, to acknowledge and to validate a partnership 

without which the nation's earliest settlers would never have survived. 

The circumstances in which Canada finds itself today vis à vis First 

Nations peoples speak eloquently to the fact that this opportunity was 

not merely overlooked, but effectively discarded. 

Institutionalized multiculturalism, rightly recognized around the world 

as a humanitarian invention of Canada, was the offspring of the 

Laurendau-Dunton report. It was announced as federal policy in 1971 

and one year later Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau brought 

Stanley Haidasz, the frrst Minister of State for Multiculturalism, into 

his Cabinet. The Canadian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism 

comrnenced its work in 1973.9) The new policy was not without 

political sidebars. Among other things, it was intended to soften prairie 

opposition to bilingualism Yet, and despite its rich and complex ethnic 

history, "the multiculturalism policy did not achieve a high profile in 

western Canada. "10) It was much more successful in major cities like 

Toronto with large and (particularly after the liberalization of 

immigration regulations in 1967 and the new Irrrrnigration Act of 1976) 

rapidly diversifying immigrant populations of more recent anival. In 

English Canada rural depopulation was paralleled by extraordinary 

urban growth. As immigrants (many of them refugees) from less 

developed countries grew in number, multiculturalism conjoined the 

voices of race with the voices of ethnicity, but with a decidedly urban 

edge. The impact of the creation of the Parti Québecois under the 

leadership of René Lévesque in 1008 and its assumption of power in 

1976 was dramatically underscored by the violent events surrounding 
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the Octoher Crisis of 1970. Québec had armounced to Canadians, and 

ta the rest of the world, that it would detennine its own direction on 

culture and language. "Interculturalism" became its designated policy, 

meaning that the new voices of race and ethnicity would, after Bills 22 
(974) and 101 (1977), he French-s~ng. 

Developments in Québec and in federal policies on multiculturalism 

were matched toe to toe by the increasing political and cultural 

activism of First Nations peoples. To a large extent this was a 

response to the Trudeau govemment' s White Paper of 1%9 which 

advocated cancellation of the Indian Act and the treaties, ostensibly in 

the interest of fostering equality: Indians would he treated as 

individuals, rather than as communities, in a free and equal democratic 

society. There would he no need for special status or Aboriginal 

rights, rneaning that services for Aboriginal people would he 

transferred from the federal ta the provincial governments. l1) When the 

terms of the White Paper are coupled with the language of the 

Commissioners in the Report cf the Royal Commission on 
Bilingualism and Biadturalism it becomes increasingly difficult ta 

understand how the diversity of the settlers could have been privileged 

over the diversity of (and within) indigenous First Nations. The 

paradox was certainly not lost upon the Native inhabitants of Canada. 

It became absolutely clear that they would have to fight ta win 

recognition of their rights as Aboriginal people living in their own 

land. 

Resistance to the White Paper of 1%9 was swift and vocal. It 

coincided aImost precisely with the rise of the American Indian 

Movement (AIM), and with the publication (simultaneously in the 

United States and Canada) of Dee Brown's Bury My Hemt at 
Wounded Knee (971),12) an eloquent and deeply moving history of the 

American West from a Native perspective that became a runaway 

hestseller. Probably more than any other single factor, Bury My Heart 
at Wounded Knee aroused North Americans in general to the true 
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nature of the atrocities endured by Indians since contact. The response 

to this awakening was measured in Canada by a number of important 

developments. For example, the first Native Studies Department in a 

Canadian University was established at Trent in 1~9. The National 

Indian Brotherhood, now the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) , was 

formed in 1008. (The current Chief of the AFN is former Chief of the 

Grand Council of the Crees of James Bay, Matthew Coon-Corne, an 

early student in the Trent programJ ln the famous Calder case of 

1973, the Nisgaa Nation won recognition in the Suprerne Court of 

Canada for the principle of Aboriginal rights, forcing the Trudeau 

governrnent to abandon the logic of its White Paper.13J Section 25 of 

the Canadian Constitution Act of 1982 records the reversai of 

Trudeau' s position in a language so forceful that several provincial 

premiers attempted to block it: 

The guarantee of this Charter of certain rights and 

freedoms shall not be construed so as to abrogate or 

derogate from any aboriginal, treaty or other rights or 

freedoms that pertain to the aboriginal peoples of Canada 

induding 

(a) any rights or freedoms that have been recognized by 

the Royal Proclamation of October 7, 1763: and 

(b) any rights or freedoms that now exist by way of 

land daims agreements or may be so acquired. 

This is reinforced by Section 35 of the Charter which states: 

(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the 

aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and 

affirmed. 
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(2) In this Act, "aboriginal peoples of Canada" indudes 

the Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples of Canada. 

(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) "treaty rights" 

indudes rights that now exist by way of land daims 

agreements or may be so acQuired. 

(4) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act, the 

aboriginal and treaty rights referred to in subsection (1) 

are guaranteed equally to male and female persons.14) 

The Inuit response to the White Paper was the establishment, in 1971, 

of the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada (n'C). By 1978, the ITC had 

developed a proposal for the creation of a self-governing territory 

called Nunavut, "Our Land." The Dene Declaration was issued in 1975, 

the same year as the signing of what has become Imown as "the first 

modern treaty" - the James Bay and Northem Quebec Agreement. 

Filmmakers at the National Film Board used its new "Challenge for 

Change" series to bring The Cree Hunters ci Mistassini to the 

dassroorns of Canada in 1974,15) demonstrating for southemers the 

real impact of resource megaprojects (in this case the James Bay 

Power Project) on the culture of remote hunter-gathering Aboriginal 

communities, and allowing Native people to speak for themselves, in 

their own language, of the compelling reasons for their opposition to a 

development about which they had never been consulted yet which 

would alter irremediably the land they had occupied for generations. 

It is easy to understand why Aboriginal people were angry in 1%9, 

seeking remedies to protect themselves against the erasure to which 

political policies and assumptions of the day seemed virtually to 

condemn them What may seem less obvious is why the federal 

govemment (in particular) responded so Quickly and so emphatically in 

the years leading up to the Charter of 1~2, apparently reversing its 
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own ideological prennses and acceding to the demands of the First 

Peoples. The answer lies on the land. 

For most Native cultures - and there are many in Canada - the 

land, the water and the air combine to constitute the source of ail life 

and spirituality. The Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 

Peoples explains the relationship in this compelling language: 

The cultures of Aboriginal peoples are tied to the land 

- to specific places held by tradition to have been 

given to them to care for and to supply what they 

need. Their histories and mythologies are tied to 

features of the landscape. The bones of their ancestors 

are buried there. With resources from the land, they 

have fashioned sacred objects for ceremonial purposes. 

They have carved mask and crests to record family 

histories and lineages and told of memorable events in 

songs, stories and dances. But Aboriginal people have 

lost control of many of their sacred sites. They have 

watched as objects of great power were taken away by 

outsiders and displayed in distant museums, often out 

of context and in ways that offend their sacred value. 16) 

However, for many Canadians, land, water and air have become mere 

commodities to buy and sell in the marketplace or in which to wash 

or bury the offal of capitalist material production. To these people, the 

land means "resources" - oil, gas, metals, wheat, forests, furs, :fish, 

and so on. Historians have explained Canada' s growth to nationhood as 

a product of the exploitation of these staples in the service, frrst of 

mercantilism, and today of the metropolitan centres strung out like 

beads on a string in close proximity to the southem border which 

contain 00 per cent of Canada' s population, and therefore the power 

which govems the nation. l7l Living in cities, Canadians know little 
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about the vast expanse of land occupied by most of their Aboriginal 

neighbours. Consequently they also know little about their Aboriginal 

neighbours, describing their home as "wildemess," implying an 

absence rather than a presence. 18) The average Canadian's appreciation 

of nature is best tested when a commodity loses value on the Toronto 

Stock Exchange, or when the United States performs one of its ritual 

symbolic acts to challenge Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic 

archipelago. It was, therefore, a happy circumstance for Aboriginal 

peoples in Canada that their resistanee to the White Paper coincided 

with the OPEC crisis of 1973 when the priee of oil in Canada 

quadrupled overnight. 

Native peoples across Canada have long understood the implications 

for their cultures of the relationship between their land and natural 

resource development. Following the election of his government, John 

Diefenbaker' s "Northern Vision" of the late 19!i)s had set the stage 

for a new wave of schemes airned at nation building by extraction. It 

almost seemed as if by moving the land to other countries, or 

relocating it to different jurisdictions within their own, Canadians 

believed they could improve upon nature. Richard Rohmer' s failed 

Mid-Canada Corridor proposaI of 1œ919) fell on the heels of the 

discovery of oil at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska in 1968. Within two years the 

Trudeau govemment had invited two competing consortiums, the 

Canadian Arctic Gas and Foothills Pipeline companies, to identify and 

justify routes to carry natural gas from Prudhoe and the Beaufort Sea 

to southern markets. The Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry, appointed 

in 1974 and led by Justice Thomas Berger of the British Columbia 

Supreme Court, afforded the most graphic example of the growing 

strength of the Native voice. The process was also distinctive in that 

it visibly married the concems of many environmentalists and Native 

peoples. The competing companies were required to undertake what 

amounted to the first serious environmentaI impact assessments in 

Canadian history. But just as significant was the manner in which the 
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Berger Conunission conducted its hearings, flying in to Native 

cornmunities along the length of, and adjacent to the Mackenzie Valley 

and receiving the oral testirnony of all who wished to speak. This 

procedure, the results of which are recorded in Berger' s pathbreaking 

re)Xlrt, Northem Frontier, Northem Homeland (977),20) constituted 

the first significant social impact assessment to precede the 

implementation of a major resource development project. What made it 

particularly distinctive was the fact that it reflected not only the 

views, but also the wishes of both Dene and lnuvialuit, conduding that 

a pipeline should not be contemplated before further, more detailed 

environmental planning to accornmodate concems about permafrost, and 

fish and wildlife populations, among other elements affecting local 

economies and cultures, and above all not before the settIement of 

comprehensive land daims in the region. The collapse of the 

Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Project in 1977 was remarkable symbolic 

evidence that the voice of Native peoples and the voice of the land 

had actually been heard and measured. 

It is worth noting in the context of this discussion that the federal 

govemment created Canadas Ministry of the Environment in 1970. By 

1975 every province had followed suit. The Conunittee for an 

Independent Canada (now the Council of Canadians) was founded in 

1970 to protect Canadian economic and cultural independence, but much 

of its work centered then, as now, on natural resource development 

(and therefore on envirorunentaI) issues. It is a central premise of this 

paper that the rise of Aboriginal activism, nationalism (of both 

Canadian and Quebec varieties) and environmentalism was driven in 

large part by resource issues. The 1970 Arctic Waters Pollution 

Prevention Act and Canada' s active involvement in the Law of the Sea 

negotiations were both (not so thinly) veiled measures to reassert 

Canadian sovereignty in the North, a response to, among other issues, 

the discovery of oil and gas in the Beaufort Sea, and to the voyage of 

the American tanker Manh:1ttan through the Northwest Passage in 
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1œ9. Both the James Bay Power Proja:t, announced by Robert 

Bourassa in 1971, and the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Proja:t, 

annmmced by Pierre Trudeau in 1970, gained momentum with the 

international OPEC oil crisis which had placed home heating and basic 

transportation beyond a:onomic reach for the people of a cold country 

whose cities were separated by huge distances. Energy issues 

especially drove the creation of the Canada Development Corporation in 

1971, the Foreign Investment Review Agency in 1974 and the Crown 

Corporation, Petro-Canada, in 1975. The present crisis in Afghanistan 

reminds us that energy issues are with us yet - and with the 

realization that the Middle East is becoming increasingly problematic 

as a supplier, and as its own reserves are inadequate, the United 

States has made clear its intention to look increasingly to its 

immediate northern and southem neighbours to guarantee the 

fulfillment of its needs.21J This means that Canada's relationship with 

the Aboriginal peoples within its borders will become an increasingly 

more strategic element in the nations international affairs.22) 

1 have suggested that water, the life-blood of the land, is central to 

the cultures of First Nations peoples in Canada In addition, the culture 

of water is one of the most significant variables distancing Canadian 

from American environmental history, an observation reinforced by any 

good hydrological atlas. Canada ranks third only to Russia and Brazil 

in terms of total water flow. The Ottawa River alone drains more 

water than all the rivers in England and Wales combined.23) While 

water is important for agriculture, it is far more important for 

industrial uses. To date, Canada has engineered a larger volume of 

interbasin water transfers than the United States and Russia combined 

- most of it for hydroela:tric power production. In 1~ Ontario 

Hydro became the first state-owned ela:trical utility in Canada, setting 

the stage for similar developments in the rest of the nation, indeed in 

much of the world. By 1988 Canada serviced 62 per cent of its 

ela:trical needs with falling water at 400 generating stations, making 
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this nation, with a capacity exceeding OO,(XX) MW, the worlds major 

producer of hydro-electricity. Production has increased dramatically 

since the 1960s.24) 

Wherever there is hydro-electric power generation there are dams. 

Their impacts are felt most emphatically on the land which they 

manipulate to suit the ends of their southern designers. Almost 

invariably, wherever a new dam is located a Native group is affected 

Nowhere was this clearer than on the La Grande River in northern 

Quebec where the first phase of the James Bay Power Project 

transformed a complex web of interrelated ecosystems, into an 

industrial landscape. There were many instances of impact on the 

country food. Increased levels of naturally occurring methyl-mercury 

leached into the river from the flooding of organic matter. A traditional 

dietary staple of the Crees at Chisasibi, local fish species were so 

badly contaminated as to be inedible. In 1984, 1O,(XX) migrating caribou 

drowned north of the Caniapiscau Reservoir when spill gates were 

opened to prevent an overllow. The James Bay and Northern Quebec 

Agreement, negotiated betwœn 1975 and 1977 to legitirnize the project 

and its consequences and to calm political fears of an invasive federal 

presence in Quebec affairs, was also intended to guarantee a secure 

supply of electrical energy to the province of Quebec, and potential 

exports for American and Ontario markets. The language of dams is 

the language of urban landscapes that have forgotten their dependence 

on rivers and the north. The transmission lines running from James 

Bay effectively reversed a current running to the sea And these dams 

have made water just another commodity: Paver from the North 

Œffi) as Premier Robert Bourassa called it in his book, to the seat of 

democracy, the power in the urban south.25) 

R.eflecting back on the James Bay Agreement in 1900, the man who 

had negotiated for the Cree people, Chief Billy Diamond, wrote: 

The Agreement index reads like a constitution of a 
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new country, and in many ways, that is what it was 

meant to be. We set up the Cree School Board and 

took control of Cree education ... We set up the Cree 

Board of Health and Social Services ... We secured 

special measures for the administration of justice and 

for setting up a Cree police force. And, we set up a 

program which provides a guaranteed incorne. . . for 

Cree hunters. The program encourages them to stay in 

the bush for 125 days a year. The Agreement prornised 

federal legislation for Cree self-government, and in 

1984, ... Parliament finally passed the Cree-Naskapi 

{of Quebed Act. This is a recognition of Cree 

sovereignty in the area of local government. . . The 

Agreement also set up a special regime for 

environmental review of proposed future projects. . . 

Finally, the Agreement provided for monetary 

co~nsation. The Cree portion (another $X) million 

was for Northern Quebec Inuit) is approximately $130 

million, to be paid over twenty years. This lS a 

Heritage Fund for future generations of Crees.26) 

Ali that was negotiated was the first of three projects proposed by the 

Quebec government. Two other components, the Grande Baleine and 

the Nottaway-Broadback-Rupert projects, would require Cree approval, 

and further negotiation and compensation before going ahead. 

In 19&3 the government of Quebec announced that it was planning 

to proceed with phase two, the Grande Baleine Project, without 

troubling to observe the requirements of the James Bay and Northern 

Quebec Agreement for a detailed environmental impact assessment. 

The Cree were co~lled to take legal measures to force the federal 

and Quebec governments to meet their responsibilities. lronically, the 

government of Canada committed itself to a national Green Plan in 
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1~. In 1991 it joined with the eight other Arctic nations in endorsing 

an Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy. In 1992 the federal 

goverrunent also sent a large delegation to the UNCED Earth Surnmit 

on sustainability at Rio de Janeiro chaired by Maurice Strong, lUmself 

a Canadian 'Zn The implication of these gestures was, surely, that the 

govemment of Canada was deeply committed to the protection of the 

environment. The explanation offered by analysts for the dereliction of 

the federal government in the case of James Bay was its continuing 

fear of alienating Québec and feeding the cause of separatism Political 

considerations of this nature are always festering beneath the surface 

in any resource issue (a provincial jurisdiction) with implications for 

Aboriginal people (a federal jurisdiction). Without the courts to support 

them, First Nations peoples would often have been sacrificed on the 

altar of expediency in resource disputes. Fortunately for them, indeed 

for aIl Canadians, the courts were strongly supportive of the Cree 

position. Indeed, each legal agreement entered into by aIl other 

Aboriginal groups since 1975 has benefited from the painful experience 

of the James Bay Crees - both at the time of the negotiation of their 

Agreement, and subsaIuently.281 When it became clear that Québec did 

not require the additional energy to be generated at Grande Baleine, 

but intended to sell it in the American market, the Cree people, led by 

Matthew Coon-Come, launched an extraordinary international publicity 

campaign condemning the inadequacy of environmental assessments 

ultimately undertaken and persuading the states of the U.S. eastem 

seaboard, the potential purchasers of the power to be generated, to 

refuse to conclude contracts with Hydro-Québec. The issues were 

immense. The third phase on the Nottaway-Broadback-Rupert system 

was also being discussed as imminent upon the completion of Grande 

Baleine, effectively condemning aIl of the Cree lands and waters (and 

therefore Cree culture) to the production of electric power for urban 

dwellers in the south. When the northern states cancelled or declined 

to consider entering energy contracts, the market evaporated and the 
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Québec govemment was foreecl to drop the Grande Baleine project. 

llis was an immense victory for the Crees of James Bay.29J 

Similar issues are brewing in other First Nations communities that 

had emerged in the 1970s as major players in the energy debates 

following the OPEC crisis - rnost notably in the Mackenzie Valley. 

Here a proposal to build a gas pipeline from the Beaufort Sea to 

southern markets is once again on the table, anticipating growing 

American demands for dependable suppliers. The government of the 

Northwest Territories Oecl by Dene Stephen Kakfwi, forrœrly an active 

opponent of development) has actually endorsecl a Mackenzie pipeline.30J 

The Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act (1913) was passecl 

to satisfy promises made to the Gwichin and Sahtu Dene in their 

comprehensive land daim agreements of 1002 and 1993.30 

This statute effects important changes to the legislative 

framework for environmental impact assessment and land 

and water management; it establishes land use planning 

processes for the Gwich'in and Sahtu settlement areas and 

will result in an environmental and cumulative effects 

monitoring program for the Mackenzie Valley. The 

MVRMA also establishes new institutions of public 

government responsible for environmental impact assessment, 

land and water management and land use planning.32J 

The legislation has dearly been influencecl by the James Bay 

Agreement and attempts to intercept conflict before it occurs.33J It will 

be of fundamental importance in the debate, already gathering 

rnomentum, on the location of a pipeline. Two parallel routes have 

been proposecl, one along the Alaska Highway and one through the 

Mackenzie Valley. A third alternative has suggestecl an "over the top" 

route which would move gas from the Prudhoe Bay oil fields through 

an offshore underwater pipeline connecting with the Mackenzie Valley 
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route. This would e1iminate the necessity of two pipelines and would 

funnel all gas from the Alaska North Slope and the Mackenzie Valley 

Delta to southern markets with potentially less environmentaI damage 

(or so argue its proponents).34J 

Somewhat ironically, therefore, now that their land daims are being 

settloo, the Dene of the Mackenzie Valley find themseIves arguing in 

favour of a pipeline to which in 1977 they, and especially their eiders, 

were adamantly opposed. How do we explain the change of heart? 

Perhaps the most important reason is the rapidly growing (in per 

capita terms the fastest growing in Canada) population of Aboriginal 

young people. Youth, not eiders, are now driving the agenda. 

Native groups not only want to benefit from mineraI rights 

saIes, but aIso from royalties, joint venture and wholly 

owned service businesses from catering to trucking, from 

direct employment on oil and gas rigs using their training 

from programmes aIready underway in the Edmonton area, 

and from equity positions in a pipeline. They are seeking 

long-term benefits.35J 

There is considerable evidence supporting the view that traditionaI 

people want jobs in a wage economy that is both diversified and 

sustainable. "New applications of traditionaI skills inherent to aboriginaI 

cultures are being developed in adapting ta new economic 

opportunities."36J Sa far the Canadian government has said very little 

about the possibility of a new northern pipeline. But the energy needs 

of the United States will not allow the luxury of extended reflection. 

Fortunately the First Nations peoples of the regions are prepared 

before the conversation begins. AlI that rernains to complete the piece 

is self-government. 

As if to underline the immensity of the changes afoot in Canada, 

the conversation in Québec has taken an extraordinary new turn, 
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suggesting that the Crees of James Bay have been close1y watching 

developments in the Mackenzie Valley. On October 23, :::roI, Chief of 

the Grand Council of the Crees, Ted Moses, announced the signing of 

an agreement in principle with Bernard Landry, the sovereignist 

Premier of Québec, in which "the Crees and Québec have decided to 

put the weight of history hehind them and accept the challenge of 

resolving our differences in a peaceful manner so that we may work 

together for a stronger future for both of us." The agreement, which 

at the time of this writing awaits ratification by the Cree people, 

includes a proposai to proceed, jointly, with an Eastmain-Rupert 

hydroelectric power project, subject to all the social and environmental 

impact provisions of the original James Bay and Northem Québec 

Agreement of 1975. The language of the Grand Chief s speech is 

revolutionary: "This is the vision of a new nation to nation relationship 

based on the common desire of ensuring a flourishing Québec and a 

flourishing Cree nation." Gone is the hostility of the last referendum 

when the Crees under Matthew Coon-Come were outspoken opponents 

of a sovereign Québec, defenders of a united Canada Gone is the 

hostility surrounding the rejection of the Grande Baleine project. Ted 

Moses "see[s] the Cree people working with the Québecois on joint 

projects and on a shared vision of our common interests in the land" 

Most important for us will he the positive impact that this 

agreement will have in improving the prospects for our 

youth and children in the future. To he strong the Crees 

must continue to occupy and he involved in the whole of 

the James Bay territory through the pursuit of both 

traditional and non-traditional activities. We must continue 

to work together as the Cree nation and to build the 

institutions we need to further our political, economic and 

social interests. 
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Under the terms of the agreement the Crees will he full participants in 

the design of the project. "We will aIso renew an Agreement with 

Hydro-Québec concerning the mercUIY contamination resulting from 

past projects." Payments from Québec will allow the Crees to 

"assume responsibility for our economic and community development. . 
. We see this as a part of true self-government."37l 

AH modem energy discussions are about the homelands of 

First Nations peoples in Canada. They are also about the 

cultures of those peoples and the ways in which they have 

conducted their lives for generations. Pressures from the south 

are obviously having an impact on those cultures even as the 

Aboriginal people gain greater control over their own lands. In 

the south most Canadians, from cultures all over the world, 

live in cities. These cities are dependent upon the north from 

which they draw their energy and other resources. In a sense 

they are therefore dependent upon the First Nations peoples 

for whom this north is home. There is a great need for the 

south and the north to engage, in respect, at the point where 

they meet. And that is on the land. Dependence on the land is 

the one thing that both share in common. However different 

their perspectives on it, the preservation of their cultures 

depends upon its health in perpetuity. It takes little more th an 

re-reading the assumptions of multicultural southemers in the 

Report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 

Biculturalism to understand how dramatically the nature of the 

national conversation has changed since the Centennial of 

Confederation. The Nation is being reinvented. First Nations 

have rejoined the conversation of inventors. 
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Notes 

1)) ln the correspondence inviting my visit to Korea, 1 was asked to 

relate the experience of Aboriginal people to multiculturalism in 

Canada 1 looked for new ways to do this, but in the end came back 

as 1 always do to the land 1 was struck, in comparing Korea to 

Canada, by the extraordinary differences governing our respective 

notions of land, Aboriginality and multiculturalism Korea is a 

homogeneous nation. The Aboriginal people constitute ffi percent of the 

population. Ethnic and racial diversity are virtually unknown. The 

population of over 45 million people occupies a land mass roughly the 

size of the Maritimes. (By cornparison, 30 million Canadians share the 

second largest country in the worldJ Sixty-five percent of the land in 

Korea is mountainous and heavily forested. This means that the 

majority of people live in cities, in massive apartment buildings that 

tower high above streets filled with automobiles. Yet the land is 

immensely important to Koreans and to their culture. 

2) John Wadland, "Voices in Search of a Conversation: An 

Unfinished Project," fourmi cf Canadian Studies 35:l(Spring, 2<XX)), 

70. ln this paper 1 aIso draw upon my essay, "Great Rivers, Small 

Boats: Landscape and Canadian Historical Culture," in Œanging 

Parks: The History, Future and Cultural Context cf Parks and 

Heritage londsmpes. Eds. John S. Marsh and Bruce W. Hodgins. 

(Toronto: Natural HeritageINatural History Ine., 1998), 1-33. 

3) In passing it must he noted that one of the islands on whieh Expo 

fil was staged had been expropriated from the Mohawks of 

Kahnewake. At Expo fil First Nations peoples, with the financiaI 

assistance of the federaI government, built their own pavilion 

"where they public1y expressed, for the first time on a national sca1e, 

dissatisfaction with their lot." Olive Patricia Dickason, Canadas First 

Nations: A History cf Founding Peoples !rom Earliest Times. 2nd Ed. 
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(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1997), 334, 361. 

4) It seems not to have occurred to anyone at the time to conceive 

of biculturalism as an articulation of the differences between 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultures. Another !Xlint worth noting 

here is that Aboriginal cultures in Canada are not homogeneous. There 

is a rich diversity of linguistic groups and cultural traditions 

distinguishing each group. This is why we speak of First Nations or 

First Peoples. Indeed we might reasonably say that the First Nations 

are multicultural Aboriginal !XlpWations. 

5) Canada, Royal Commission On Bilingualism and Biculturalism, 

Report if the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Bicu1turalism 

Book JT1.' The Cultural Contribution if the Other Etlmic Groups 

(Ottawa: Queens Printer, 1970). Though not published until 1970, the 

Report was released on October 23, 1009. 

6) Canada, Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, A 

Preliminary Report cf the Royal Corrunission on Bilingualism and 

Bicu1turalism (Ottawa: Queens Printer, 1005), 49-fü 

7) Ibid 

8) Canada, Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. 

Report cf the Royal Commission on Bilingoolism and Bicu1turalism 

General Introduction Book 1: The Qficia1 Langwges (Ottawa: Queen's 

Printer, 1967), xxvi-xxvii. 

9) It is significant that in their first annual report, the members of the 

Council made no mention of Aboriginal people in their 

recomrnendations for action. Canadian Consultative Council on 

Multiculturalism, First Annual Report if the Ccrro.dian Consultative 

Cauncit on Multiculturalism (Ottawa: Canadian Consultative Council on 

Multicultualism, 1975). This did not go unnoticed by Aboriginal people. 

At the Second Canadian Conference on Multiculturalism held in 

Ottawa in February, 1976, Clive Linklater was invited to make what 
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was euphemistically described as a "Special Presentation" on hehalf of 

the National Indian Brotherhood. In a deeply moving speech he said, 

among other things, 

So long as the European irrnnigrants and their 

descendants continue to use and share our lands, and, 

so long as they continue to derive benefits and riches 

from these lands, great in their bounty, we fully expect 

and demand of them and their succeeding governments, 

that they honour, respect and own up to the terrns and 

spirit of the treaties and agreements that were signed 

with our forefathers and any other agreements we rnay 

enter today. 

But we are not, also merely people of the past. 

We are of this land today. 

And we will he of this land in the time yet to come. . . 

We declare and proc1aim that even though their exists 

in the present reality a larger majority nationhood 

called Canada made up of the European immigrants 

and their descendants; that we are and will continue to 
remain as nations of Indian peoples or Indian nations 

within the larger Canadian nation. . . 
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The intent of the European immigrants is to 
exterminate, to terminate, to dispossess, to extinguish 
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But for yourselves, you now seek to establish a nation 

with a multiplicity of races, cultures and languages. 

You would leave us, the indigenous owners of this land, 
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out of such an arrangement. . . 

We consider such an action ta be irruroral, illegal, 

unethical, unChristian, undemocratic and contrary to all 

the values and mores you profess to believe. 

We do not wish ta live as islands unto ourselves. We 

must live as part of the Canadian nation. But we wish 

to live as participating, productive, accepted and 

contributing members of the Canadian nation. 
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=z. rJlit::. tg-oj] ~q. rJl1f-~E.] .!Ë.~{t~oj]Àl:::: tg-, %, i?-7]:::: ~rl] +~

Pl ~ ~~], AJ{l~~ ~~]~ TÀJ~q. =z.cly. ri::' "Hy.q~oj]71]:::: o]i(! 

~ ~::. -g.~ti] A]:o;d-oj]À-j À]-.ï1. lî}:::: %{! ~::. A]-~2f=-Qj ,*%Qj À~~ + 
llH*~:::: ~]7Jl7] ~ Àl]~ti]-liy. lî}%:::: -g.~~ %{!o]~q. 

~2f=-1il~::' :.tl't! A]-~g 7H~~ uJl =z.~Qj {t~7]- oj~71] '1J~J:~~ A] 

.2.'91 %~ ~ o]tHtH ~q. ''è!l~A] 7-I]~ lî}0]~4~ ~ÀF:::: ~2f=-1ilQj -&
~è17]- ~* 7d-t HA].ï1. ~q:::: ~% ~~ti]-71] .!i!.c:xj 2f=-:::: oj]~À-j ~2f=-1il~ 

E.] 2f=-Àd-, tg-oj] ~~ 2f=- Àd-0] {l~]~ ~o]-~ c:xj~ Àd-1l~~ À]-{!o] ~~q. 
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~9-Ttl.9.j "6»%9-.9.j :E~ ;:;-7}9-.9.j.2} ~7â ~~9-.9.j7} ~0-1t..J-~ t!Pf-~ 

.9.j 7â-1- À}~ ~~l uJl~olt!f~ ?;:l0l 01 ~~.9.j 9--B ~~loleJ-, ~~.9.j o} 

3I7}y~FB- ~71~ ollt-iÀl ~~17} 0:j~<5'1 -1-~ ~oll ~g ~ AJ71A171~ 

?;:l°leJ-, u];:;-~ À}{l.9.j ol]ti"] ~R~ ~ij-1-~ïIA ~~ t..J-t!f~% ~è~~71] 

~ ?;:l0]t9, II}t!fAi 7ijt..J-eJ-.2} ~9-Ttl:;:q..9.j {!1l]~ :;;-~] ~~]olH l!~ ~~ 

-3:j~ R±7} ~ ?;:l 0] eJ-, 

~À}~ %0] ~ol]71]~ À~~olÀ} 11l 01Jl, 7ijt..J-eJ- ~~~:§j-olH %{l0] 

-BeJ-Jl 9-AJà'ij ~eJ-, % ~:§j-~ 7ijY.eJ-~:;:q. u];:;- Q:jÀ} :ct'ti-ol] 7-j~7} ~ 

7J.j"]x~ <5'}~ 7}AJ %R~ 1;(!~o]eJ-, :E %~ 1f<ilol]x %R<5'},,]~, -t,L<il 

%.2..~ l!~ %R<5'}eJ-, 

~~ ~~ol ~~ *,ol]~ 0-1t:jt..J- ~o] ~2-t9, An~~ ~ol ).~7]~ *' 
° J1?1 7-j .9.j -aJAJ ~ 9-Ttl ~ °1 OJ -aJ: ~ ~ ~ eJ-, Ef~]l!!J *~.9.j La Grande 

River.9.j 7â-1- 0] ?;:l 0] 0}9- ~~t}71] sèhl:~eJ-, °1 *,oljJ'l '~]'ll~~ ~ 

:ct 1l]~'.9.j ~ Bll]~ ).~Ellll]oll 1;(!~ ~ 7}t}Dj ~~~ 1:-11. 0] À~Ellll]ol] oll 

~7].2.~:;:q. 3.~~ ~:§j-7} .9.J~t}Jl ~~eJ-, :E ~ %!=ol] OJi;J:~ 7}~ 7â-1-

x rio] ~~eJ-, 

0] ~Aà:;:q. {!~t}O:j 3.~~~:;:q.~ ~]l!!J Aà.!f-7} ~]'1~ A-1] 7}"] 1l]~ 

% ~ 'ti~ ?;:l~o] ~-il'~~~ ~o]~eJ-, .:riti r-1]x 1986\1 Ef~]l!!J Aà.!f-~ 

~ ~78.9.J .!f- 'ti~ Bll], ~ Grande Baleine 1l]~ ~ 4-~ %ol~Jl -t,Llf. 

t}Sj,eJ-, .':lè~t..J-, °1.2}~ AJ'ti-~71] 1~\1 :;;-7}.9.J 'Green 1l1~(Green Plan)' 

~ Q{4r<5'}~ ~.9.J .2.-;:;~ ~~eJ-, O-1ttj ,,}~ ~;;Ijl~ ,,}~ol] rll~ Aà~]-3:j 

JlDj7} .':l 0lt?1ol] ~~ij~eJ-, .':l~ ~ x.2} 9-~ ~~o] \ft~r:it!ft?1, ~9-Ttl 

~.g. À}~ ~;;\»ol]Al 0]Q.] 4-.::r.9.J ;;Ijl%~ §1À~~~~ ?;:l0]eJ-, 3.~~~.9.J 

'ti-rllol] .!f-5!~ Ef~]ijj) 78.!f-~ Grande Baleine 1l1~ ~ Y71~ ~ !j'foll \ft~ 

.2..t9, °1 ~ ;;Ijl'll~oJ.9.J 3.~~ol]71I~ ~7à\! *~~eJ-, 

.':l èi t..J-, eJ-~ ,,1 Q:j oll Al ~ oll ti Àl.2} {! ~ t}O:j ~ 9-Ttl oll OJ -aJ: ~ 9-~ eJ

:: 1l1~ ~ 0] ~~R ~~ %01t9, .':l % *~~ ?;:l ~ 1èll7,!lAl 1l]~.9.j 7â4-°1 

eJ-, Beauford-aij~.!f-E~ 'J~ A1AJ7J}"1 7}~ TI}op:rt!f~~ 1i~]t}Dj ~ ;;Ijl'1 

01 ~~R eJ-Al 7à~ %0]t9, .!f- 7fl.9.J TI}0lEt!f~ 7â~7} ;;Ijl'1~~Jl, A-1] 'ti 
~ rll;\Jl'1x ~H~~eJ-, 'ti-0-1-3:j.2..~ Àl~~ ~oll rll~ ~9-Ttl.9.J R.::r~ 
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~Aà~~Jl, ~?~~ EE~ 1I}-0l~è}~oJl rJlë5fl %"'à"8"}Jl ~q. :i!J-7IoJl 7J 
~"8"1 ~qj~ ~~~Lj-, .:rU1l:: *~oJl Afl 1I}-01~è}~01 "'~~l 7}'o"8"}q:: 
-3:1% ;rflLj-q Aà.!f-7} 719-1 <ctB-~ "8"}Al ?:§~~q. 
'J~ All:lJoJl"'l 7}"8"}:: ~~ol ~"'T-~9-1 ~:§}oJl3:. ~ifJ:% ul~q. \t~ 

All:lJ A}~~ ~ oJ1Y Al9l- A}~% *~ All:lJoJl 9-1è"8"}Jl ~q. 'J:i!J- *01 
.:r~011i!-y.:: ~~oJl"'l "'i~ ~~w ~Jl.7} "Pl°l ~q. 0J~~ 5'-.!f- ~ 
oJl 9-1è"8"}Jl ~q. 1:l1~ ~~ .!i!.:: Alzt°l q~Alè}3:. tg-°l ~4f-3i~~ 

tf~~ itAlw -3:1~7}oJl .:r~ ~:§}9-1 itAl oj.!f-7} tg-Dl ~q. 


